Minutes
Committee on Academic Quality
February 22, 2008

Attending: Mark Morey, Pat Pacitti, John Huonker, Susan Camp, Steve Abraham.

The minutes from November 12, 2007 were approved.

Followup Items
  Announcement of The Teaching Professor to faculty
    Mark will work on
  SCOT Program
    Mark reported one student has agreed to do this. He sees it more as a future project.
  Student Pictures in Banner
    Bill reported that Mike Pisa has not responded.
  FA on CAQ Assessment Proposal
    Susan, Steve and Mark reported on this. A motion was introduced to Faculty Assembly on CAQ’s proposal that an assessment coordinator is needed.
    Some expressed a concern about how assessment results might be used; some also felt that “coordination” might mean “control.” The motion will be continued until the next meeting. Susan added that Jean did an excellent job representing the proposal. She suggested that Bill attend the next FA meeting.

Discussing Teaching on Campus
  After general discussion, it was agreed to forward this to CELT/COLT with our recommendation.

Common Course Evaluation and Average Grades
  Steve really liked the idea, while Susan doubted it could actually be implemented. She suggested that we offer one to recommend. It was noted that it would be difficult to make a general one given field variations.